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Introduction
Background
Effect and Toi Aria were engaged to design, develop and deliver a digital engagement
tool to support the work of the Review into the Future for Local Government.
Get Vocal in Your Local was used to increase the diversity and range of perspectives
heard by the Review by:
● being social and shareable
● broadening the Review’s reach, particularly among less engaged demographics
● helping users imagine a system of local governance they could feel hopeful
about, participate in and have a sense of connection to
● generating easy to analyse data that will help the Review make
recommendations with the communities they are designed to serve in mind
Marketing campaign
The site was launched on 11 April 2022 and a marketing campaign targeting rangatahi
aged 12-24 was run through to 31 July 2022.

Results
Total number of visitors

5745

Total number unique users

5693

Valid responses

4807

Survey completion rate

73%

Average engagement time per session
21 pages consisting of 12 questions

2m 01 sec

(navigated to final page)
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Participant Age
The survey successfully targeted
youth respondents
The digital tool and associated campaign were
designed to target rangatahi aged 12-24.
The age bands were chosen to allow analysis in
8 year brackets either side of the current voting
age of 18.
Ten year increments were used thereafter until
55+.

All responses with an age less than ten have
been categorised as unknown.

Response by Age Band
Age
10-17

14%
18-25

8%

26-35

20%

36-45

20%

46-55
55+

8%
15%
15%

Unknown
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Age compared to the general population
The digital tool successfully
targeted youth respondents
Age Band

The survey received a much higher
response in the 10-17, 18-24 and 25-34
year age brackets compared to the
general population.
The survey did not target or receive
many responses from the 55+ age band.

General
Population

Percentage of
population

Survey
Responses

Percentage of
respondents

Difference

10-17

525,910

10.3%

1,220

25.4%

15.1%

18-25

527,070

10.3%

976

20.3%

10.0%

26-35

753,750

14.8%

830

17.3%

2.5%

36-45

643,920

12.6%

368

7.7%

-5.0%

46-55

656,190

12.9%

315

6.6%

-6.3%

1,367,630

26.8%

346

7.2%

-19.6%

630,320

12.3%

752

15.6%

3.3%

55+
Unknown

5,104,790

4,807

NOTES: General population data provided by Stats NZ

“Estimated Resident Population by Age and Sex (2021 Q4 Estimate)
www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/national-population-estimates-at31-december-2021-infoshare-tables/
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Your Place

Your Place
To engage users in the survey they
were asked to think of a place where
they wanted to have a say in the big
decisions.

Pin It
They were then prompted to place
a pin on a map to identify the place
important to them.

About Your Place
Once placed, users were then
shown the Territorial Authority
associated with their chosen
location, and related statistics.
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Responses by Territorial Authority
Results
The highest count of responses were
unsurprisingly in large metropolitan
areas including Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch.

NOTE: It is possible that some “pindrops” intended for larger
metropolitan areas have inadvertently
landed on smaller neighbouring
districts.

By proportion of population however,
smaller Territorial Authorities start to
feature, including Timaru, South
Wairarapa, Wairoa, and Ruapehu.

For additional analysis territorial
authorities were divided into large and
small based on a population smaller or
greater than 100,000.

Responses by Territorial Authority

NOTES
TA population data was obtained from Stats NZ. It was rounded to the nearest 1,000 for display purposes.
https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/subnational-population-estimates-at-30-june-2021-provisional
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Your Connection to Place
Connection to a place

Users were asked to select all options that indicate
what makes their place important to them.
The majority connected with the place they live in (57%).
Others chose the place they were born (15%) or had lived in
before (5%).
Family connections also featured, with people identifying with
the place their whānau is from (13%) or that they whakapapa
to (5%).
5% chose a place they want to live in.

What makes your place important to you?
13%

5%
15%
5%
5%

19th September 2022
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Your community
Multi-choice question
Users were asked to choose from
the following when thinking about
their community.
They could select as many as
applied to them.

My friends / whānau had the highest number of
selections with 30.3%
My neighbourhood a close second with 28.3%.
People also identified with their “community” as
people with shared values and people who
share my identity at 20.4% and 11.5%
respectively.
Iwi and hapū also featured at 5.7%.

When you think about your community, who are you thinking of?

My friends / whānau

My neighbourhood

People who share my values

People who share my identity

My iwi / hapü

Other

19th September 2022
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Choose your dream
Choose your dream asked people to
choose the vision they wanted to see
in 2050 for the place they chose.
Sustainable featured as the vision for
32% of the respondents.

More people also wanted a place that
was safe for everyone and
economically thriving.

Choose your dream

Culturally rich

Easy to get
around

Economically
thriving

Safe for
everyone

Sustainable

Welcoming
to all
19th September 2022
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Vision for 2050 by age band
Choose your dream by age band

Choose your dream by age band
Sustainability (in green) was a feature
across all age bands and was lower in the
youngest and oldest age bands.

A place that is safe for everyone (in pink)
was significantly higher for the 10-17 year
age band.
An economically thriving community (in
yellow) appears to become more important
the older a person is.

Age 10-17

18-25

19th September 2022
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Vision for large vs small Territorial Authorities
When Territorial Authorities with populations less than 100,000 are compared to those higher than 100,000, there
are variations in the ranking and percentage of preferred visions.
Smaller Territorial Authorities had higher numbers of respondents with a vision for an economically thriving
community (yellow), at 24% compared to 16%.
Participants in smaller Territorial Authorities also placed more importance on a place that is welcoming (pink).
Respondents in larger Territorial Authorities were more likely to have a vision for a place that will be easy to get
around (orange).
Vision for Place - Large vs Small TA’s
All TA’s

Culturally rich

Welcoming
to all

Easy to get around

Small TA’s (pop < 100,000)

Large TA’s (pop > 100,000)

Easy to get around

Culturally rich

Welcoming
to all

Culturally rich

Welcoming
to all

Easy to get around

Economically
thriving

Economically
thriving

Economically
thriving

Safe for
everyone

Safe for
everyone

Safe for
everyone

Sustainable

Sustainable

Sustainable
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Making Decisions
Community vs Elected Representatives
The making decisions section of the
survey focused on two key areas of
local government:
● Deciding on the big ideas
● Spending money
It asked users to move a slider to
indicate how much power should be
given to elected representatives (left)
or people in the community (right).

19th September 2022
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Community vs Elected Officials
Deciding on the big idea’s

When deciding on big idea’s the weighted
average of combined responses resulted in a
greater division of decision-making power
to community at 58.2%
and elected representatives at 41.8%.

Spending Money

On spending money the results were similar, with
a greater division of decision-making power
to community at 53.5%
and elected representatives at 46.5%.
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People living now vs future generations
Considering needs asked participants
to use a slide scale to reflect how
much the needs of people now should
be considered in relation to future
generations.

Considering Needs

There was a higher weighting towards
considering future generations needs
at 60% compared to people now at
40%.
This weighting towards future
generations was similar across the
different age bands analysed.

Weighted Average:
60% future generations : 40.0% people now

19th September 2022
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Resolving differences
People were asked whether they thought everyday people could resolve
differences if opinions are divided.

70% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that if they were given the
opportunity to kōrero with each other, it was possible for people to make the right
decisions.
The results were consistent across all age bands.

If everyday people are given the opportunity to kōrero with each other,
they can make the right decisions for their community together.

19th September 2022
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Which voices matter?
Users were asked to tap speech bubbles to increase or decrease the size to
reflect which voices are most or least important to listen to.
The options were allocated values from 1 (least important) to 5 (most
important) based on the size of the bubble.
Responses
The cumulative result ranked:
● experts as the most important voice,
● followed by the voices of community,
● then youth, with iwi and business ranked 4th and 5th respectively.

Which voices are most important to listen to?

Total

19th September 2022
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Involvement in Local Government
How involved are you?
People were asked to think about their
vision for the place they chose, and to
use two separate sliding scales to rate
how involved they are in deciding on
things now, and how involved they would
like to be.
Answers were allocated a score on a 5
point scale.
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How involved are you now?
44.8% of participants rated their current involvement below average (“not at all” or “a bit”) involved.
27.2% of participants rated their current involvement above average (“very” or “extremely”) involved.
Across the board, most participants want to be more involved.
98.1% of participants want at least some involvement in deciding how to achieve their vision for their place in the future.
63.5% of participants would like their involvement to be above average (very or extremely) involved.

Current Participation with Change
Current Participation

Desired Participation

Current Participation with Change

Not at all

Not at all

Not at all

A bit

A bit

A bit

Moderately

Moderately

Moderately

Very

Very

Very

Extremely

Extremely

Extremely

19th September 2022
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How involved are you now - by age?
Participants age 36 and above rated their involvement higher than those aged 35 and below.

Older age bands appear to currently be more involved in local decisions than younger age bands (left).
Without exception, all age bands indicated they would like to be more involved than they are at present (right).
How involved are you now? How involved would you like to be?
Current Participation

Desired Participation

Age
10-17

Age
10-17

18-25

18-25

26-35

26-35

36-45

36-45

46-55

46-55

55+

55+
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Lowering the voting age
Should Aotearoa lower the voting age from 18 to 16?

Should Aotearoa lower the voting age from 18 to 16?

The preference to lower the voting age is not limited to
‘young’ people.
The percentage of respondents who think the voting
age should be lowered is consistently high and over
50% for all age bands, other than those aged 55+.
Participants aged 10-17 were significantly more ‘unsure’
if the voting age should be lowered at 20% compared to
9-13% for other age bands.

By Age Band
Get Vocal in Your Local’s findings are higher than a 2021 University of
Otago study, where only 19.2% of the sample (all 18 to 24 year olds)
supported reducing the voting age to 16 years.
https://ourarchive.otago.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10523/12096/Kyle%20
Whitfield%20DBA%20Thesis%20Final.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
And higher all round than the 2020 Colmar poll where only 13% of the
total sample said yes:
https://www.1news.co.nz/2020/10/03/majority-of-new-zealandersdont-want-voting-age-lowered-poll-finds

19th September 2022
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36-45

46-55

55+
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Choose your dream - additional insights
A filter of which dream a participant selected for their place was applied
across the results. The following insights were identified.
Decision making (people in the community vs elected representatives)
● When asked how much decision making power should be given to
elected representatives vs people in the community?
Those who chose “Economically thriving” as their vision showed a
slight preference towards “elected officials” over “people in the
community”
Considering the needs of People now vs. Future generations
● Those who chose “Sustainable” as a vision showed a greater
preference towards the needs of future generations
● Those who chose “Economically thriving” had the lowest
consideration for future generations compared to other dreams
selected
Voices
When considering which voices matter those who selected:
● “Culturally rich” placed higher importance on “Mana whenua (iwi /
hapū)” voice
● “Economically thriving” placed higher importance on “Business
owners” voice.
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Community you Identify With - Iwi / hapū
To gain additional insights into mana whenua answers were filtered to
participants who identified their community as “My iwi / hapū”.
The following insights were identified.
● When selecting a vision for their place there was:
○ a greater leaning towards “culturally rich”
○ a lower leaning in “economically thriving”
●

When selecting how power should be distributed when making decisions
there was a greater leaning towards “people in the community” over
“elected officials”.

●

When selecting which voices matter:
○ The ranking of most important voice changed from “experts” to
“mana whenua (iwi hapū)”
○ “Experts” lowered in ranking to 4th
○ “Community groups” and “young people” both ranked higher

19th September 2022
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